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Gender refers to the biologically constructed characteristics of women, men, and 

children. This involves the norms, behaviors, and responsibilities that come with 

being a woman, male in the society as well as in interpersonal relationships. Sex 

as a social construct varies from one society to the next and can evolve over time.  

Gender has a historical and political base. Words like man, woman, boy, girl, etc. 

have evolved in the society and collected varied connotations over time. 

Biologically, an individual is born with an identity of a man or woman or 

sometimes with a third gender (who may not be categorized as male nor female). 

We can never change the instincts of an individual as it is genetically acquired, 

but the idea of being a ‘man’ or ‘woman’ purely depends on the individual. A 

person may be a male or a female by birth, but he or she may think of and be 

comfortable in another gender. Hence sex and gender may not always match. 

One’s own gender may sometimes be a quest.  

Our grand epic Mahabharata, has a galaxy of different and interesting characters. 

Chitrangada, the daughter of the king of Manipur and the wife or beloved of 

Arjuna is a remarkable character of the Indian Mythology. Arjuna, who was a 

celibate for twelve years, went to Manipur, met princess Chitrangada and married 

her. Chitrangada and Arjuna had a son named Bobhrubahan. 

Our Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore, reconstructed this story and produced 

his masterpiece, a poetic drama titled 'Chitrangada'. This work of Tagore tells us 

that the king of Manipur had raised and groomed his daughter as a male child, in 

other words, like a prince. He taught her warfare, archery, royal rules etc. 

Chitrangada grew up like a royal prince in the environment of all royal comfort.  

She was supposed to be a princess only but the gender stereotypes were defied. 

Lord Shiva had blessed Manipur that it will beget princes only, but a girl was 

born. Then the king decided to raise his child as a prince and as his successor and 

thus Chitrangada grew up as a prince. This is the framework of Rabindranath's 

Tagore’s famous work, Chitrangada. 

The king of Manipur raised Chitrangada as a male child. She was trained as a 

valiant prince. Hence, inspite of being born as a female child, manliness entered 
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her psyche. This ‘manliness’ has to be acquired even by men. Primary education, 

training and environment made Chitrangada manly. Simone de Beauvoir, in her 

book, Le Deuxieme Sexe translated into English as The Second Sex (1949) says 

that one doesn't take birth as a woman but grows up to be a woman.  

One is not born, but rather becomes a woman .no biological, 

psychical or economic destiny defines the figure that human female 

takes on in society; it is civilization as a whole that elaborates this 

intermediatory product between male and the eunuch that is called 

feminine. (Beauvoir 293) 

 Since time immemorial, our society has made rules and opinions on child 

rearing. The social framework and guidelines coerce a child to grow up strictly 

as a female or a male. The concept of marriage and bearing children is introduced 

to the girls since their childhood and hence they grow up towards a fulfillment of 

their roles. On the other hand, a male child grows up as a male without any such 

constraints. Rabindranath Tagore, in his legendary work Chitrangada broke this 

stereotype thinking. Chitrangada was not the product of a society with 

stereotypical bindings or male chauvinism. In mentality, activities and 

personality, Chitrangada grew up as good as a man. But instincts do not change.  

Whatever manliness Chitrangada achieved, she was fundamentally a woman. 

Feminine qualities and instincts flowed in her blood. 

During her youth, she started being and feeling feminine. First love, for many 

woman happens after meeting a man. The first meetings of Chitrangada with 

Arjuna made her infused with the feeling of first love. During a hunting activity, 

the celibate Arjun saw Chitrangada dressed as a man and took her very lightly as 

a funny boy. Chitrangada fell in love at the first sight of Arjuna. 

  বঁধু,   ক োন্ আল ো  োগ  ক োলে! 

বুঝি দীঝিরূলে ঝিল  সূর্যল োল ! 

ঝি  মন ক োমোঝি প্র ীক্ষো  ঝি 

রু্লগ রু্লগ ঝদন িোঝি ধঝি, 
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(I) 

                   [Friends, what a light struck my eyes!/ Perhaps you were the sun in 

the domain of light. / My mind was waiting for you/ From age to age night and 

day.]                       

She expresses the eternal want and wait of a woman for a man. Chitrangada feels 

eternal love. She goes to Arjuna and submits herself before him, but Arjuna 

declines her offer. He explains that he is observing celibacy. 

  ঝ িোঙ্গদো। আঝম ক োমোলি  ঝিব ঝনলবদন 

আমোি হৃদয় প্রোণ মন! 

অরু্য ন। ক্ষমো  লিো আমোয়, 

বিণ কর্োগয নঝি বিোঙ্গলন, 

ব্রহ্ম োিী ব্র ধোিী। 

(II) 

[Chitrangada: I will dedicate my heart and soul to you. Arjun: Forgive me. I 

cannot accept you I have the vows of a Brahmachari.] 

By his rejection Chitrangada becomes aware of the lack of tenderness, beauty, 

grace and charm in her which are an indispensable parts of a woman. The 

opposite way of grooming her as a male child had closed her doors of her first 

love! So, she prays to Madana or the god of love, for a year long to instill in her 

all the qualities of a woman. By his boon she turns into a heavenly beautiful lady 

full of charm, grace and elegance. 

  এ ী কদঝে! 

এ ক  এ  কমোি কদলি 

েূবয-ইঝ িোসিোিো! 

আঝম ক োন্ গ  র্নলমি স্বপ্ন; 

ঝবলেি অেঝিঝ  আঝম। 

আঝম নঝি িোর্ নযো ঝ িোঙ্গদো, 
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(III) 

 [What do I see!/ Who is this who has entered my body./ Previous history of 

women./  I am the dream of the last birth/ I a stranger to the world. /I am not 

Princess Chitrangada,] 

By the blessings of Madan, the 'kurupa’ Chitrangada turned into 'Shurupa'. 

Feminine  beauty entered her body. Enthralled by the beauty of Chitrangada, 

Arjuna left the path of abstinence and accepted her. The moment Arjuna was 

about to submit to the beauty and charm of Chitrangada, she encountered an inner 

conflict! She felt that this love is due to her physical beauty and not because of 

the individual person in her. So, this love is false. A fight between ego of the 

personality and ego of the beauty is ensured. Chitrangada realized that beauty is 

just a cover that a person is under, which is false. In love, one must submit to the 

qualities and not to outer beauty. If a man gets attracted towards a woman due to 

her physical beauty, then that is the greatest disregard to womanhood. 

Rabindranath Tagore made us rethink on gender construction by the highlighting 

the above said conflict in Chitrangada. Chitrangada condemns Arjuna the lover. 

Again here, we can see how does the stereotype break. 

    

ঝধক্, েোর্য, ঝধক্! 

ক  আঝম,  ী আলি কমোি,  ী কদলেি  ুঝম, 

 ী র্োন আমোলি।  োি  োঝগ আেনোলি 

িল ি ঝবসৃ্ম । মুিূল য  ক  স যভঙ্গ 

 ঝি অরু্য লনলি  ঝিল ি অনরু্য ন 

 োি  লি? কমোি  লি নলি। এই দুটি 

নীল োৎে  নয়লনি  লি; এই দুটি 

নবনীঝনঝি  বোহুেোলে সবযসো ী 

অরু্য ন ঝদয়োলি আঝসধিো, দুই িলে 

ঝিন্ন  ঝি সল যি বন্ধন। ক োর্ো কগ  

কপ্রলমি মর্যোদো? ক োর্োয় িঝি  েলে 
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নোিীি সম্মোন? িোয়, আমোলি  ঝি  

অঝ ক্রম আমোি এ  ুচ্ছ কদিেোনো, 

মৃ ুযিীন অন্তলিি এই িদ্মলবে 

ক্ষণস্থোয়ী। এ ক্ষলণ েোঝিনু র্োঝনল  

ঝমর্যো েযোঝ  বীিত্ব ক োমোি। 

                                      

(II) 

 

[Alas , Partha, Alas !Who am I, what is mine, what have you seen, What do you 

know about me? For whom are you forgetting yourself.  For a falsehood of a 

moment you are turning Arjuna into un-Arjuna. Not for me. For these two blue 

lotus eyes. What a shame, oh, what a shame! 

Will you be ensnared thus, by this enchantress, caged, in your pursuit of chasing 

this mirage breaking the bondage of truth?  Where is the honor of love? Where 

is the honor of women? Alas my trivial body has superceeded me.  This outer 

disguise of inner immortal self is short lived. Now I have known your false 

honour of your valour]   

She questions beauty that covers the inner self by a veil and is short-lived. For a 

true human being, no pretensions are required. If man gets attracted by the 

superficial beauty of a woman, then it is a matter of disgrace for the man and also 

an immense disrespect for the women because true love is not realised. The 

vastness and beauty of love is at stake then. Gradually, Chitrangada is able to 

convince Arjuna her opinion and make him realize the reality of love. Arjuna 

understands the vastness of real love. Finally, Arjuna wants to have Chitrangada 

the way she wants. She asserts her particular position. In society, the position of 

a woman ought to be just beside the man , she says.  

Yes, worshipping a lady as a goddess or neglecting her as a waste, both are 

unacceptable. To give respect to a lady, we need to acknowledge her as equal to 

men and give her the required position in society.  

Chitrangada of Rabindranath Tagore is totally different from the conventional 

or traditional women portrayed in India. The thought and the conflict of thoughts 
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from where Chitrangada has taken birth, symbolizes a long dispute. The 

evaluation of women in a male dominated society has got a new turning point 

through the character of Chitrangada. At the end of the poetic drama, Chitrangada 

tells Arjun, "You had refused to accept me as I didnot have the beauty of a woman 

and you could only see my manly features. I wanted to convince you being a 

man. By refusing that lady, Arjuna had done the right. The reason is that, if Arjun 

had accepted her only on the basis of kindness towards a woman, it would have 

been a big disrespect for women. Chitrangada would have kept on lamenting till 

death, because at that time, the lady lacked many aspects of a perfect woman. 

Whatever she had was incomplete. By the blessings of Madan, the beauty and 

elegance that Chitrangada achieved, is again partial. It was just a false veil. To 

be a complete woman, she has to be on the same axis as that of a man. She must 

sit just beside a man. Complete womanhood can be achieved only when man and 

woman share their happiness and woes together, only when they complement 

each other. Here again, we find a deviation from the traditional sociological mind 

set. It breaks the stereotype of woman as the subordinate. Chitrangada says…. 

    

আঝম ঝ িোঙ্গদো। 

কদবী নঝি, নঝি আঝম সোমোনযো িমণী। 

েূর্ো  ঝি  িোঝেলব মোর্োয়, কসও আঝম 

নই; অবলি ো  ঝি েুঝিয়ো িোঝেলব 

ঝেলি, কসও আঝম নঝি। র্ঝদ েোলেয িোে 

কমোলি সং লেি েলর্, দুরূি ঝ ন্তোি 

র্ঝদ অংে দোও, র্ঝদ অনুমঝ   ি 

 ঠিন ব্রল ি  ব সিোয় িইল , 

র্ঝদ সুলে দুুঃলে কমোলি  ি সি িী, 

আমোি েোইলব  লব েঝি য়। 

                               (Chitrangada, 12) 

[Chitrangada: I am Chitrangada, the precious daughter of the king of 

Manipur./Neither a goddess, nor a woman, commonplace and 
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mundane./Allowing me to be a true partner in your life’s journey/ I am not the 

one you hail in the altar, worshiping,/Nor am I the one you keep behind you, in 

negligence./Once you recognize my essence, keeping me beside you/Amid your 

deep hours of crisis,/Allowing me to be a true partner in your life’s journey,/A 

true accomplice in your missions,/Only then you will know my true self.] 

It does not end here, Chitrangada proves that, she with her maternal education, 

has the capability to raise Bobhrubahon to become a second Arjuna. Maternal 

education and motherhood can make a child brave and valiant. This is the actual 

essence of womanhood. So Chitrangada tells Arjuna -  

  গলভয  

আঝম ধলিঝি কর্ সন্তোন ক োমোি, র্ঝদ 

েুি িয়, আশেেব বীি ঝেক্ষো ঝদলয় 

ঝি ীয় অরু্য ন  ঝি  োলি এ ঝদন 

েোঠোইয়ো ঝদব র্লব ঝে োি  িলণ, 

 েন র্োঝনলব কমোলি, ঝপ্রয় ম। 

      (Chitrangada, 12) 

[The child I have conceived in my womb, if the child is a male child , I will teach 

him to be second Arjuna/ and send him to his father /the you will know me, 

beloved] 

Here the stereotype is challenged once more. She wants to raise her child alone, 

make him a second Arjuna  and then send him  to his father.] 

Rabindranath's Chitrangada had been debated critically by Mr. Tomson. Mr. 

Pramatha Chowdhury had condemned the criticism. He read out an essay titled 

'Chitrangada' in the Presidency College. On the request of Mr. Somnath Maitra, 

Mr. Pramatha Chowdhury had to speak on the poems of Rabindranath. He took 

the opportunity to criticize and oppose the views of Mr. Tomson. Maybe, Mr. 

Tomson was not fully aware of the Indian culture so, he interpreted Chitrangada 

from the Western point of view.  Pramatha Chowdhury, in his essay 

'Chitrangada', expressed that Mr.Tomson would have gained satisfaction only if 

Arjuna had accepted Chitrangada as his brother. Chitrangada not only wanted to 

be a lover but also a wife. Mr. Tomson could not second the final position of 
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Chitrangada. Pramatha Chowdhury pointed out that by portraying Chitrangada 

as a mother and a wife, Rabindranath has not made her erotic. Instead he has 

dignified her.  

Discussing Tagore’s drama Chitrangada, written in 1892, Pramatha Chowdhury 

observed that Rabindranath had created a world of beauty in which, “Chitrangada 

was an image — a reality in the realm of beauty. Rabindranath’s artistic 

brilliance”, Pramatha Chowdhury commented, “lay in his making Chitrangada a 

dream personified, independent of any historical context.” According to 

Pramatha Chowdhury “Art, is the realization of the waking dream of the human 

mind, given expression in painting or music. And who else of the contemporary 

age but Rabindranath could claim such mastery over this technique.” 

(Chowdhury 60-61) 

Rituporno Ghosh, the famous film maker, has given a new face to the character 

of Chitrangada. In his film, he has represented Chitrangada as a Transgender. A 

human body built with the body of a man and the mind of a woman gradually 

evolves into a woman. Along with this long fight (sociological and political) of 

metamorphosis, he has given a symbolic representation of Chitrangada. 

Rituporno Ghosh, has interpreted the boon of Madan to gain physical beauty and 

charm, as cosmetic surgery. Even in his reconstruction of the character, we find 

breaking of the stereotype of the society. Actor and film maker Rituporno Ghosh 

has himself played the role of Chitrangada and portrayed his personal life through 

it. 

The Chitrangada of Rabindranath Tagore and the Chitrangada of the film of 

Rituporno Ghosh educate us on gender binaries.  The intellectual exercises of 

these great men have brought out the character of Chitrangada from myth to 

reality where they have newly reconstructed womanhood. 
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